Hula Hoop Contest - We have groups of 6 hula hoop, a person is ‘out’ whenever the hoop hits the ground.
The last one still hula hooping in each group wins.
Hoop Around - We have two lines of people who hold each others hands. The object of the game is to pass a
hula hoop down the line to the end and back to the beginning, without letting go of the person's hands next to
you. The team who gets the hula hoop from one end to the other and back the fastest wins.
Limbo - Everyone lines up and goes under the limbo pole. The pole is lowered after every person in the group
goes through. If someone touches the ground or the pole, they're ‘out’.
Treasure Hunt - There are several teams and everyone in each team must hold hands. We then show a specific item
to find or suggest an item to find from the guests such as lipstick, a brush, keys, etc. When we say “go”, the team
then runs off while holding hands to search for the specified item. The first team to find the item and return to the
dance floor without letting go of each other’s hands wins.
Follow Me - There are 2 lines approximately 25 feet or more apart at opposite ends of the dance floor. The teams
must have an equal number of players. All team members will line up at the first line. On the second line place a
chair. At the signal the first player of each team runs around the chair, returns to his/her team, takes the next
player by the hand and they run around the chair together in a chain. Then they run back to their team, take the
third player, then the fourth etc., until they have all the players of their team in the chain. The players must not
break the chain. The team that takes all members holding hands around the chair and back first wins.
Musical Chairs - The chairs are set up in two rows back to back (one chair less than the number of players). The
music is turned on, and the players walk around the chairs. When the music stops the players sit in the chairs. The
player left standing is taken out of the game. The players all stand again and a chair is removed. The music is
started again. This procedure is continued until only one person remains. This person is the winner.
Balloon Pop – A relay game beginning with several equal teams. The teams then form a line facing a bag of inflated
balloons on the opposite end of the dance floor. At the start, the first person in each team races to their balloon bag
to pull out a balloon and pops it. Once the balloon pops, the player tags the next in line and moves to the end of the
line. This process repeats and the first team to have all their balloons popped wins.
Cup Pyramid – Exciting relay game begins with several teams lined up across the floor from a traffic cone that is
holding a stack of plastic cups. At the start, the first person in line runs across the floor, grabs a cup, runs to the
center of the floor and places it on the ground to begin constructing a pyramid. They then run to tag their teammate
and moves to the back of their line as the next person in line repeats the process, until the pyramid is complete.
The team with the first completed structure wins. If the pyramid is toppled, the person guilty must re-stack the cups.
Find Your Shoe - Two or more teams remove both their shoes and place them in one big pile about 15 feet away.
The shoes are then mixed up. The teams line up and each player at the front of the line runs to the pile, finds his
or her shoes, puts them on, tied and buckled and runs back to their next team mate, next team mate does the
same until the team who finishes first wins.
Coke & Pepsi – Kids form two lines facing each other, 1 Coke and 1 Pepsi. When a name is called, that side runs to
the other side and sits on the knee of their partner. Last one there is out. We mix this game up by using other names
and other things to do. For example, we may call out the name of the guest of honor and everyone points at them and
yells out "You Are The Greatest!" The game continues until we have our preset number of winners.
Dance Contest – We take names for participants and the winner is determined by crowd applause.
Ping Pong Ball Relay - We will have two teams. Each person will have a spoon and the point is to pass a ping
pong ball to each other, using only the spoons. If the ball hits the floor, the team must start from the beginning.
The team who gets the ball from one end to the other and back again first wins.
Ping Pong Ball Race - We will have several teams. The team players will stand in a line. Each person will have a
spoon and one person will have a ping pong ball per team. The object is to run around a chair or other object with
the ball on the spoon. The first person then transfers the ball to the next person’s spoon. The first person moves
to the back of the line. This continues with every person on the team. But, if the ball hits the ground, the team
must start over. The team who completes the race fastest wins.

